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materials

1.  powerpoints

2.  Chapter 7 (consent)
Chapter 8 (warrantless searches; excerpt)

Clancy, Cyber Crime and Digital Evidence –
Materials and Cases

(Lexis Nexis  12/2011)

3.  tab # 3 overview

consent searches:  three considerations

#1  must be voluntary

* question of fact 

* based on totality of circumstances
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person may limit scope of search

objective TEST: 

“what would the typical reasonable person have 
understood by the exchange between the officer and 
the suspect?”

scope:

 typically defined by its expressed object

 extends to entire area where object may be found  -- includes 
separate acts of entry or opening

#2  scope of consent

1.  People v. Berry, 731 N.E.2d 853 (Ill. App. 2000):

Can I look at your cell phone?  

response: "Go ahead"

2.  U.S. v. Lemmons, 282 F.3d 920 (7th Cir. 2002):

Is there anything on the computer that we should be 
aware of ?

response:   "take a look"

Where can police look?

Two types

1.  Actual Authority:

person has common authority over or other 
sufficient relationship to object to be searched

2.  Apparent Authority:

reasonable reliance by police on consent of person 
who seems authorized to consent based on facts 
known to officer at time consent was given

#3  third party consent
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U.S. v. Luken, 560 F.3d 741 (8th Cir. 2009)

"I ... give law enforcement the permission to seize and 
view my Gateway computer."

• discussed w/ police 

- they believed he had CP
- nature of computers, could recover deleted files

Can police forensically examine computer?

illustrations -scope

Smith v. State, 713 N.E.2d 338 (Ind. App. 1999)

• illegal cloned cell phone  --calls billed to another #

Q:  can  we  s/ vehicle for "guns, drugs, 
money, or contraband?"

• search of  phone – removed batteries, short circuit test revealed 
serial # did not match

exceed scope of consent?

illustrations

Joint Users

general rule:  joint user can consent to search

Password-Protected Files

 creator “affirmatively” intends to exclude joint user 
& others from files

 does NOT assume risk joint user would permit  S/

joint users and passwords
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3rd party consents to s/ computer  -- police use software that copies 
(“mirrors”)  -- does not detect passwords – later examine files

U.S. v. Buckner, 473 F.3d 551 (4th Cir. 2007)

• wife had apparent authority 

• note: cannot use technology to intentionally avoid discovery of 
password / encryption

U.S. v. Andrus, 483 F.3d 711 (10th Cir. 2007)

• parent had apparent authority 

• note: no factual basis for claim of high incidence of password use  
-- if so, would put in Q use of software that overrides such use

imaging techniques that bypass password protection

searches without warrants (where no consent):
where you come out is function of where you go in

Are computers containers or something "Special?"

view #1:  Data are Documents / Container Analogy

view #2: “Special Approach” to S/ of data on computers

Ltwo views:  apply to all digital devices

Can police search Cell Phone incident to arrest? 

 YES:  

are containers – based on “binding” SCT 
precedent 

People v. Diaz, 244 P.3d 501 (Cal. 2011)
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application of per se rule to digital evidence containers

U.S. v. Finley, 477 F.3d 250 (5th Cir. 2007) 

 upholding search of cell phone recovered from 
arrestee’s pocket

U.S. v. Ortiz, 84 F.3d 977 (7th Cir. 1996)

 upholding retrieval of information from pager

 NO: are not containers and persons have “higher 
level of privacy” in info “they contain”

State v. Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949 (Ohio 2009)

 U.S. v. Wall IV

 unreported:  cell phones used during U/C drug sting
 search occurred at police station

 "searching through information stored on a cell phone is 
analogous to a search of a sealed letter, which requires a 
warrant"

case law rejecting SIA application to cell phones

Searches of digital devices located in vehicles 
without a warrant

some traditional methods:

1.  Search incident to arrest

2.  inventory

3.  probable cause 
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Vehicle “black boxes”

 Event data recorders
 Sensing and diagnostic modules 
 Data loggers

seat belts, brakes used, weather, speed, location .....

Digital devices

Infiniti G35

9.5 GB hard drive

Cadillac CTS

40 GB hard drive

http://www.prodesks.com/

2009 dodge ram with wi fi 

fax machine

check out the video
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search incident arrest
traditional doctrine

 rationale: 1.  officer safety
2.   recover evidence that could be 
destroyed

 exigency:  prior to Robinson v. United States, 414 
U.S. 218 (1973)

 Robinson changed this:  per se rule

categorical approach of Robinson

only showing:  legal custodial arrest 

"It is the fact of the lawful arrest which 
establishes the authority to search, and we 
hold that in the case of a lawful custodial 
arrest a full search of the person is not only 
an exception to the warrant requirement of 
the Fourth Amendment, but is also a 
“reasonable” search . . .
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permissible scope of SIA

1.  person: “unqualified authority"
Robinson

2.  reach and grasp area:  area w/in "immediate 
control"

Chimel

3.  vehicles: entire passenger compartment
Belton

Scope:  vehicle searches incident to arrest

New York v. Belton, 453 U.S. 454 (1981)

incident to arrest of auto occupant, police may 
search entire passenger compartment of car, 
including any open or closed containers, but not 
the trunk

“Container” 
Any object capable of holding another object. "It thus 

includes closed or open glove compartments, consoles, or 
other receptacles located anywhere within the passenger 
compartment, as well as luggage, boxes, bags, clothing, and 
the like."

Arizona v. Gant:
new approach for vehicles!!

Gant's two holdings:
______________________________
1.  NO vehicle search incident to occupant's 

arrest after arrestee secured and cannot access 
interior of vehicle

or
2. circumstances unique to automobile context 

justify  search when reason to believe that 
evidence of offense of arrest might be in 
vehicle
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essential rationale:

1.  protect privacy interests –

Belton searches authorizes of every purse, briefcase, 
or other container within passenger compartment

" A rule that gives police the power to conduct such a 
search whenever an individual is caught committing 
a traffic offense . . . creates a serious and recurring 
threat to the privacy of countless individuals. "

holding #1 explained

can SIA "only when the arrestee is unsecured and 
within reaching distance of the passenger 
compartment at the time of the search"

fn4:

". . .  it will be the rare case in which an officer is 
unable to fully effectuate an arrest so that a real 
possibility of access to the arrestee's vehicle 
remains"

holding #2 explained

circumstances unique to automobile context 
justify  S/I/A when reasonable to believe that 
evidence of offense of arrest might be in 
vehicle

std:  "reasonable basis"
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application to digital evidence containers

People v. Diaz, 244 P.3d 501 (Cal. 2011)

6  4  80

SIA as to persons:  delayed searches

U.S. v. Edwards, 415 U.S. 800 (1974)

 seemed to abandon contemporaneous limit for searches of 
person

 permitted s/ of arrestee’s clothing at jail 10 hours after arrest

“It is . . . plain that searches and seizures that could 
be made on the spot at the time of the arrest may 
legally be conducted later when the accused arrives 
at the place of detention.”

distinguishing between objects closely associated w/
person and other effects?

U.S. v. Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1 (1977) dicta:

Once law enforcement officers have reduced luggage 
or other personal property not immediately 
associated with the person of the arrestee to their 
exclusive control . . . a search of that property is no 
longer an incident of the arrest.

 FN distinguishing Edwards:  “Unlike searches of the 
person, searches of possessions within an arrestee’s 
immediate control cannot be justified by any reduced 
expectations of privacy caused by the arrest.”
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A dubious jurisprudence of containers

Subsequent lower court case law:

immediately associated
 wallets
 purses
 backpacks

not closely associated
 luggage

Diaz -- cell phone  (90 minutes after arrest)

applying SIA principles

the stakes: iPhone in driver's pocket

1.   activates touch screen to view phone's contents

2.  clicks on internet browser icon

3.   clicks on toolbar to find bookmarks link

4.   finds suspicious-looking bookmark labeled "porn pictures"

5.   clicks on bookmark to bring up webpage

6.   webpage contains series of icons including "members" button; clicks image

7.   brings up "members" page - has saved account number / password already entered

8.  clicks  "submit" button which utilizes saved acct info / password to bring up content 
of website

9.   sees pictures and  message function; account owner has new messages

10.  brings up new messages, which detail incriminating conversation about 
exchanging pictures of underage children
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inventory searches
current doctrine:

 can inventory search of contents of autos and personal effects 
lawfully in police custody

 must be routine administrative policy, cannot be solely to look 
for evidence of criminal conduct 

 purpose is to protect owner’s property, police against false 
claims for stolen or lost property, and police & others from 
potential danger

examples: 

 Colorado v. Bertine, 479 U.S. 367 (1987 (containers w/in vehicle)

 Illinois v. Lafayette, 462 U.S. 640 (1983)
(arrestee’s bag and containers therein)

permissibility of inventory searches involves two 
inquiries:

(1) was original seizure of item reasonable?

(2) was inventory properly conducted pursuant to 
routine administrative policy?

inventory searches

arguably cannot search cell phones / computers / 
other digital devices that are lawfully seized and 
subject to inventory

reason:  

no reason to retrieve data to protect it

BUT:

what if the policy permits examination of data?
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 U.S. v. Flores, 122 F. Supp. 2d 491 (S.D. N.Y. 2000)

 People v. Nottoli, 130 Cal. Rptr. 3d 884 (Cal. App. 2011) 

 rejects:  don't need to know contents to safeguard

 U.S. v. Wall IV, 2008 WL 5381412 (S.D. Fla 2008)

"no need to document the phone numbers, photos, text 
messages, or other data stored in the memory of a cell phone to 
properly inventory because the threat of theft concerns the cell 
phone itself, not the electronic information stored on it"

case law rejecting inventory application to cell phones

probable cause based vehicle searches

inquiry unchanged: 

 do police have PC to search vehicle?
 is digital data w/in scope of search for which there is PC?

(Ex) People v. Xinos,
121 Cal. Rptr. 3d 496 (Cal. App. 2011)

 no PC to search black box in prosecution for 
vehicular manslaughter while driving DUI when 
download occurred long after accident and no 
reason to believe DEF had been speeding


